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LIMITS OF HARMONIC MAPS AND
CROWNED HYPERBOLIC SURFACES
SUBHOJOY GUPTA
Abstract. We consider harmonic diffeomorphisms to a fixed hyperbolic target
Y, from a family of domain Riemann surfaces degenerating along a Teichmu¨ller
ray. We use the work of Minsky to show that there is a limiting harmonic
map from the conformal limit of the Teichmu¨ller ray, to a crowned hyperbolic
surface. The target surface is the metric completion of the complement of
a geodesic lamination on Y. The conformal limit is obtained by attaching
half-planes and cylinders to the critical graph of the holomorphic quadratic
differential determining the ray. As an application, we provide a new proof
of the existence of harmonic maps from any punctured Riemann surface to a
given crowned hyperbolic target of the same topological type.
1. Introduction
Let g ≥ 2 and let Tg denote the Teichmu¨ller space, the space of marked
Riemann surfaces of genus g. Our starting point is the following classical
result:
Theorem (Eells-Sampson, Hartman, Al’ber, Sampson, Schoen-Yau). For any
Riemann surface X ∈ Tg and for any diffeomorphism f : X → Y where Y is a
hyperbolic surface, there is a unique harmonic diffeomorphism h that is homotopic to f .
The goal of this note is to understand the limiting behaviour of such harmonic
maps when the domain surface diverges inTg. The divergence we shall consider
will be along a Teichmu¨ller ray, which is obtained by starting with a singular-flat
metric induced by a holomorphic quadratic differential Ψ0, and stretching the
vertical foliation Ψh0 by a positive real parameter.
The resulting family of singular-flat surfaces (induced by quadratic differ-
entials Ψt) has a conformal limit X∞, which can be thought of as the Gromov-
Hausdorff limit when the basepoints are taken to be the set of singularities (or
zeroes of the differential). This conformal limit, that we shall describe in §3,
is a (possibly disconnected) punctured Riemann surface obtained by attach-
ing Euclidean half-planes and half-infinite Euclidean cylinders to the horizon-
tal critical graph, of the initial quadratic differential Ψ0. These infinite-area
singular-flat metrics are called (generalized) half-plane structures, as introduced
in [Gup15] (see also [Gup14]).
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2 SUBHOJOY GUPTA
On the hyperbolic geometry side, we shall interpret the limit of the harmonic
map images as crowned hyperbolic surfaces, which are non-compact surfaces with
closed geodesic boundaries and “crown ends”, each comprising a cyclic collec-
tion of bi-infinite geodesics bounding a finite number of boundary cusps (see
§2.4). A special example is an ideal hyperbolic polygon, which can be thought
of as crowned hyperbolic surface of genus zero and a single crown end.
We shall prove:
Theorem 1.1 (Harmonic limits). Let X be a Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 2, and
let f : X → Y be a diffeomorphism where Y is a hyperbolic surface of genus g. Let Ψ0
be a holomorphic quadratic differential on X with horizontal foliation Ψh0. Let λ be the
geodesic lamination on Y realizing f (Ψh0).
Consider the family of surfaces {Xt}t>0 along the Teichmu¨ller ray determined by Ψ0,
and let X∞ be the conformal limit.
For each t, let ht : Xt → Y be the harmonic diffeomorphism homotopic to f .
Then there is a subsequence tn → ∞ such that the maps htn converge to a harmonic
map
(1) h : X∞ → Ŷ \ λ
where the target is the crowned hyperbolic surface that is the metric completion of
the complement of λ.
Conformally, each component of X∞ is a punctured Riemann surface, and the Hopf
differential of h has a pole of order greater than one at every puncture.
Remarks. (i) The sense in which the maps above converge needs to be defined,
since the domains are varying, and the energy of the maps are unbounded. This
is done in Definition 3.7, once the notion of “conformal limit” of a family of
Riemann surfaces is made precise.
(ii) The work in [Wol91b] essentially proves Theorem 1.1 for Jenkin-Strebel
differentials, that is, when all the components of the lamination λ are simple
closed geodesics. (See, for example, section 3 and Proposition 3.1 of that paper.)
(iii) In the generic case, the conformal limit of a Teichmu¨ller ray comprises
4g−4 copies of complex plane (or the Riemann sphere with a single puncture) -
see §3. The lamination λ is then maximal, and the metric completion of each of
the (4g−4) complementary regions is an ideal triangle. The limiting map is then
a collection of harmonic diffeomorphisms from C to an ideal hyperbolic trian-
gle. Thus, the more interesting case for us would be when the lamination λ is
not maximal, that is, when one of the complementary regions has positive genus.
The case of a degenerating domain was analyzed in the work of Minsky in
[Min92], and we shall rely on his work for proving Theorem 1.1. Much of the
analytic estimates were also in [Wol91a] for the closely related case when the
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target surface degenerates. The key technical tool that Minsky develops is a
“polygonal decomposition” of the domain surface equipped with the singular-
flat metric induced by the Hopf differential. The pieces PR of this decomposi-
tion are R-neighborhoods of the singularity-set, and the analytic estimates (see
Proposition 2.6) provide control on the geometry of the map and its image in
their complement PcR . Along the Teichmu¨ller ray Xt (t → ∞), we can choose
increasing R, and the key component of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to show
that after passing to a subsequence, the polygonal pieces converge on compacta
to a singular flat surface that is conformally identical to the limit X∞. For any
fixed R, the corresponding harmonic maps have a uniform energy bound on
the pieces of PR along the ray, and standard methods then provide a further
subsequence that converges to the limiting harmonic map h defined on X∞.
Moreover, we deduce from Minsky’s work that for large R the image of PcR is
close to a lamination λ. It follows that in fact the image of h is precisely the
complement of the lamination λ on the fixed hyperbolic target Y, the metric
completion of which is a crowned hyperbolic surface.
As a corollary of Theorem 1.1, we provide a new proof of the following ex-
istence theorem for harmonic maps from a punctured Riemann surface to a
crowned hyperbolic surface. The existence of such harmonic maps was first
proved in [Gup], by a different method that involved taking a compact exhaus-
tion of the domain.
Existence results of harmonic maps with non-compact domains are difficult
to prove, as the standard heat-flow or minimization techniques rely on the
compactness of the domain. There are generalizations of the heat-flow method
to the non-compact case (see for example [LT91]) but these rely on the finiteness
of energy or completeness of the Riemannian target, both of which fail in our
setting. In the case when the domain is the complex plane, the existence of
harmonic maps to ideal hyperbolic polygons was shown by [HTTW95] (see also
[ATW02]). The first examples having domains of higher genus were given by
A.Huang in his thesis ([Hua]), where he proved an existence result of harmonic
maps from punctured Riemann surfaces to symmetric ideal polygons.
Here, we shall prove:
Theorem 1.2 (Existence result). Let X be a Riemann surface of genus g with a set of
k + l ≥ 1 marked points P, where χ(X \ P) < 0. Let Z be a crowned hyperbolic surface
of genus g with k crown ends and l geodesic boundary components. Then there exists
a harmonic diffeomorphism h : X \ P → Z whose Hopf differential has poles at the
punctures, each of order greater than one.
Remark. The harmonic map from a punctured Riemann surface to a crowned
hyperbolic surface as in Theorem 1.2 is not unique; different harmonic maps
to the same crowned target has different rates of divergence into the boundary
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cusps of the crown ends. The non-uniqueness was also characterized in previ-
ous work [Gup], where we proved an analogue of Wolf’s parametrization of Tg
(see [Wol89]), for the “wild” Teichmu¨ller space of crowned hyperbolic surfaces.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1, once
we can prescribe a Teichmu¨ller ray and hyperbolic target in some suitable
Teichmu¨ller space Tg′ , that yield a given pair of limiting objects (namely, a
punctured Riemann surface and a crowned hyperbolic surface). This relies on
two results that we prove in §4 : first, using the work in [Gup14] that shows
that any punctured Riemann surface can be equipped with a half-plane struc-
ture, we describe how it arises as a component of the conformal limit of some
Teichmu¨ller ray (in a suitable Tg). Second, an analogous result asserting that
any crowned hyperbolic surface arises as the metric completion of the comple-
ment of a geodesic lamination on some hyperbolic surface. The proofs use the
technology of train-tracks, that we briefly review in §2.3.
We remark that the theory of Higgs bundles offers an alternative perspective
to our results; it is well known that solving the Hitchin equation is equivalent
to determining an equivariant harmonic map from the universal cover of a
Riemann surface to a symmetric space, which in our (rank 2) case is the hy-
perbolic plane (see §11 of [Hit87]). Recently, the work in [Swo17] studies the
asymptotic behaviour of such solutions of the Hitchin equations (in the rank-2
setting), as the Riemann surface degenerates by pinching a curve, and limiting
solutions have been identified. Such degenerations correspond to Teichmu¨ller
rays determined by a Jenkins-Strebel differential, and the work in the present
paper can interpreted as understanding the limiting behaviour of the solutions
of the Hitchin equations that lie in the Hitchin section, in the case of arbitrary
Teichmu¨ller rays.
Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Mike Wolf for many conversations that
led to the present work, and to the International Center for Theoretical Sciences,
Bangalore for hosting a meeting in November 2017, where he could visit. I also
thank the Infosys Foundation for their support.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Harmonic maps between surfaces. We give a brief overview of some of
the basic theory; for other accounts, see [Jos97], [Wol89] or [Wol94].
In what follows, (X, σ) and (Y, ρ) will be two closed Riemann surfaces of the
same genus, equipped with conformal metrics ρ and σ. Here a conformal metric
ρ is one that, in local coordinates, can be expressed as ρ(z)|dz2| where ρ(z) is a
positive real-valued function (the conformal factor).
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Throughout, we shall assume that Y is hyperbolic, that is, the curvature of ρ
is −1 everywhere.
Definition 2.1. The energy of a diffeomorphism w : (X, σ) → (Y, ρ) is defined to
be the integral of the L2-norm of its gradient:
(2) E(w) =
∫
X
e(z)σ(z)dzdz¯
where the integrand e is the energy density defined as
(3) e(z) =
ρ(w(z))
σ(z)
(
|wz|2 + |wz¯|2
)
.
Clearly, the energy of w is independent of the choice of the conformal metric σ.
Definition 2.2. A harmonic map w : (X, σ)→ (Y, ρ) is the least energy map in its
homotopy class. (Recall that here the metric ρ is hyperbolic.)
The Euler-Lagrange reformulation of this minimization condition shows that
a harmonic map w satisfies:
(4) ∆w + (logρ)wwzwz¯ = 0
which is a second order, non-linear PDE on the Riemann surface.
Remark. The existence of such a minimizer, or equivalently, a solution to
(4), is due to Eells-Sampson [ES64], and its uniqueness is due to Hartman and
Al’ber ([Har67], [Al’64]). Moreover, the harmonic map in the homotopy class
of a diffeomorphism is also a diffeomorphism ([Sam78], [SY78]).
Definition 2.3 (Hopf differential). A harmonic map w : (X, σ) → (Y, ρ) has the
following pull-back of the metric tensor:
(5) w∗(ρ) = qdz2 + σedzdz¯ + q¯dz¯2
where q(z) = ρ(w(z))wzw¯z. The Hopf differential of the map is Φ = q(z)dz2.
As a consequence of (4), it follows that the Hopf differential of a harmonic
map is a holomorphic quadratic differential. Indeed, this is a characterization
of harmonic diffeomorphisms between surfaces - see [Sam78] for details.
In the next subsection, we shall describe estimates for the image of the har-
monic map in terms of the Hopf differential. We first record a useful estimate
for the energy of the harmonic map (see equation (3.4) of [Min92]):
Lemma 2.4 (Energy bound). Let w : (X, σ) → (Y, ρ) be a harmonic map with Hopf
differential Φ. Then for any subsurface Σ ⊂ X, the energy of the restriction of w
satisfies:
(6) 2‖Φ‖Σ ≤ E(w|Σ) ≤ 2‖Φ‖Σ + 2piχ(Σ)
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where ‖q‖Σ =
∫
Σ
|q| is the mass of the quadratic differential when restricted to Σ.
2.2. Geometric estimates. In this subsection we describe how estimates for the
behaviour of a harmonic map w : (X, σ)→ (Y, ρ) and the geometry of its image
can derived from the Hopf differential Φ. These estimates arise from certain
Bochner-type equations derived from (4) that we shall not state here. We refer
to section 3 of [Min92], [Wol91a] and the useful summary in [Han96] for details.
In what follows, we choose coordinates ξ = x + iy in which the holomor-
phic quadratic differential Φ = qdz2 is dξ2. These canonical coordinates for the
quadratic differential are obtained by the coordinate change z 7→ ξ = ∫ z √q.
Moreover, we equip the domain surface with the conformal metric σ = |Φ|
which is the singular-flat metric induced by the quadratic differential (that we
shall sometimes refer to as the Φ-metric).
Definition 2.5 (Induced foliations). The x-direction in the canonical coordinates
is the horizontal direction induced by Φ, and the y-direction is the vertical direction.
These determine the horizontal (resp. vertical) foliation denoted by Φh (resp.
Φv) on the surface, which has singularities at the set of zeroes Λ of Φ, and a
measure on transverse arcs determined by vertical (resp. horizontal) distances
between their endpoints.
In the canonical coordinates for the Hopf differential, the metric pullback (5)
becomes:
(7) w∗(ρ) = (e + 2)dx2 + (e − 2)dy2
which implies that the horizontal (resp. vertical) directions are the directions
of maximum (resp. minimum) stretch for the map w.
For the following finer estimate, see §3.3 of [Min92]:
Proposition 2.6. Let w : X → (Y, ρ) be a harmonic diffeomorphism with Hopf differ-
ential Φ. There exists constants C, α > 0 such that
• any horizontal segment γH on X of length L in the Φ-metric is mapped to an
arc on Y of geodesic curvature less than Ce−αR and of length 2L ± Ce−αR, and
• any vertical segment γV on X of length L in the Φ-metric is mapped to an arc
of length less than L · Ce−αR,
where R > 0 is the Φ-radius of an embedded disk containing either segment, that does
not contain any singularity.
Example. For a harmonic map h : C→ (D, ρ), where the target is the Poincare´
disk equipped with the hyperbolic metric, with Hopf differential Φ = zndz2, the
image h(C) is an ideal polygon with (n + 2) ideal vertices. Here the horizontal
and vertical foliations on C induced by Φ are the pullback of the horizontal and
vertical lines by the branched covering z 7→ z(n+2)/2. The domain is thus divided
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Figure 1. A harmonic map from C to the Poincare´ disk, with
Hopf differental Φ = z4dz2. The canonical coordinates for Φ are
obtained by the branched covering z 7→ ξ = 13z3 which results in
the branched structure for the horizontal foliation (shown on the
left). The image of the map is an ideal hexagon (shown on the
right).
into (n + 2) sectors that are Euclidean half-planes foliated by horizontal leaves;
the image of such leaves far from the singularity is close to a geodesic side in
the image ideal polygon. See Figure 1 - for details, see section 3 of [HTTW95].
2.3. Laminations and train-tracks. In this subsection and the next we discuss
briefly some of the objects and notions pertaining to hyperbolic surfaces, that
we shall need. For a more extensive treatment of geodesic laminations, we refer
to [CB88] and [Bon01], and for train-tracks, we refer to [PH92].
Definition 2.7. A geodesic lamination λ on a hyperbolic surface is a closed set that
is a union of simple disjoint geodesics. A measured lamination is a geodesic lam-
ination together with a measure µ supported on λ that assigns a non-negative
measure to arcs transverse to λ.
Remark. The notions of a measured foliation (like the induced foliation of
a quadratic differential) and measured lamination as above are equivalent: in
one direction, “straightening” the leaves of the measured foliation, that is,
considering their geodesic representatives, yields the leaves of the lamination.
Definition 2.8. A train-track on a surface S of finite type is an embedded graph
T with C1-smooth edges (called branches) such that
(a) there is a partition of the set of half-edges at every vertex (or switch)
into incoming and outgoing edges, such that half-edges of the same type
enclose a “corner” of zero angle, and differing types differ by an angle
pi,
(b) the complementary regions of T are not disks, or disks with 1 corner
(monogons) or disks with 2 corner (bigons), or once-punctured mono-
gons or annuli.
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Figure 2. A measured geodesic lamination (left) and a weighted
train-track (right). The weights satisfy a = b + c.
A weighted train-track is an additional assignment of non-negative real num-
bers to each branch such that at each vertex, the sum of the weights of the
incoming edges equals the sum of the weights of the outgoing edges.
Remark. A weighted train-track introduced above is a combinatorial object
that encodes the information of a measured geodesic lamination when the sur-
face S is equipped with a hyperbolic metric. To obtain the lamination, one first
defines a measured foliation by replacing each branch with a foliated band of
width equal to the weight; at the switches the additivity of weights ensures that
the leaves of adjacent branches can be joined up. A geodesic lamination with
respect to the hyperbolic metric is then obtained by “tightening” the leaves of
this foliation to their geodesic representatives. See Figure 2, and [Kap09] for
details.
Some more notions we need are as follows:
Definition 2.9. An -straight train-track is a realization of the train-track graph
in a hyperbolic surface such that the branches are geodesic, and of length at
least 1, and the angle between successive branches is less than .
Definition 2.10 (Bi-recurrence). A train-track T on S is called bi-recurrent if
(a) there exists a choice of positive weights on each branch satisfying the
additivity conditions,
(b) there is a multicurve γ that intersects T efficiently, i.e. S \ (T ∪ γ) has no
bigon, and such that γ intersects each branch at least once.
Definition 2.11. A geodesic lamination λ is said to be carried by a bi-recurrent
train-track T if it is the lamination corresponding to a choice of positive weights
of the branches.
Remark. Laminations carried by the same train-track defines an open set in
the space of measured laminationsML (see Chapter 3 of [PH92]).
Finally, the following result can be culled from the general theory:
Lemma 2.12. For a bi-recurrent train-track T there exists a choice of positive weights
such that the corresponding lamination λ is minimal, that is, each leaf is dense in λ.
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Figure 3. A hyperbolic surface with a geodesic boundary and a
crown end.
Proof sketch. By Theorem 1.7.12 of [PH92], each such choice of positive weights
on the branches corresponds to a unique lamination on the smallest subsurface
ST supporting the train-track T. The image of this map is an open set in the
spaceML of measured laminations on ST (see Chapter 3 of [PH92]), and it is
well-known that a generic lamination in that space is minimal (c.f. [Kea75]). 
2.4. Crowned hyperbolic surfaces.
Definition 2.13 (Crown ends). A crown end for an (open) hyperbolic surface is
an annular region bordered on one side by a collection of bi-infinite geodesics
that are arranged in a cyclic manner, such that each adjacent pair bounds a
“boundary cusp”. (See pg. 63 of [CB88].)
Definition 2.14. A crowned hyperbolic surface is hyperbolic surface of finite type,
having at least one crown end, and possibly some closed geodesic boundary
components. See Figure 3.
Remarks. (i) As mentioned in the Introduction, an ideal hyperbolic polygon
with finitely many sides can be considered to be a hyperbolic surface of genus
zero and one crown end.
(ii) The metric completion Ŷ \ λ of the complement of a geodesic lamination λ
on Y is a crowned hyperbolic surface in the sense above– see, for example, page
7 of [Bon01].
Analogous to the notions in Definition 3.8, we can define:
Definition 2.15. A truncation of a crown end is obtained by truncating each
boundary cusp along a horocyclic arc. The metric residue of a crown end with
an even number of boundary cusps is the alternating sum of the remaining
geodesic segments of the geodesic lines around the end. As before, this is a
real number, which is defined up to sign, and independent of the truncation.
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For a crown end with an odd number of boundary cusps, the metric residue is
defined to be zero.
It is easy to verify the following (c.f. §2.3 of [Gup]):
Proposition 2.16. A crowned hyperbolic surface Z of genus g ≥ 1 and k crown
ends, each with m1,m2, . . .mk boundary cusps and l additional geodesic boundary
components, is determined by 6g − 6 + 3l + k∑
i=1
(mi + 3) real parameters.
In the case of genus g = 0, the space of ideal polygons with m ≥ 3 cusps is determined
by m − 3 real parameters.
Proof sketch. A possible set of parameters would be shear parameters determined
by an ideal triangulation of Z. (See [Bon96] for an account of the case of
a closed surface.) Here, the geodesic lines determining the ideal triangles of
the triangulation will include the geodesic sides of each crown end, and each
geodesic boundary component necessarily has a geodesic line spiralling into it.
Note that the geodesic sides of a crown end has no shear parameter, as there
is no adjacent ideal triangle. Moreover, note that the shear parameter of the
geodesic line spiralling into a closed boundary geodesic is uniquely determined
by the boundary length. The number of geodesic lines that each contributes a
shear parameter is then exactly 6g − 6 + 3l + k∑
i=1
(mi + 3), as can be verified by an
easy Euler characteristic count.
For ideal m-gons, the counting of shear parameters is easier: any ideal trian-
gulation would involve a choice of exactly m − 3 disjoint diagonal lines. 
3. Teichmu¨ller rays and their conformal limits
In this section we shall fix a marked Riemann surface X in Tg where g ≥ 2,
and a holomorphic quadratic differential Ψ0 on X.
Definition 3.1. The Teichmu¨ller ray determined by (X,Ψ0) is the family of Rie-
mann surfaces {Xt}t≥0 such that X0 = X and Xt is obtained by a quasiconfor-
mal distortion ft : X0 → Xt that stretches in the vertical direction, that is,
ft(x, y) = (x, ty) in the canonical coordinates ξ = x + iy of the quadratic differ-
ential Ψ0. The resulting surface Xt is equipped with a quadratic differential Ψt,
together with its induced singular-flat metric.
Remarks. (i) A Teichmu¨ller ray as defined above is in fact a geodesic in the
Teichmu¨ller metric on Tg. See, for example, [Leh87] for an account.
(ii) In this article, we adopt the convention of defining a Teichmu¨ller ray by
a vertical stretch, such that the transverse measures of horizontal foliation Ψh0
scale by a factor of t along the ray, and the measure-equivalence class of the ver-
tical measured foliation remains fixed. This might differ from other literature;
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Figure 4. A part of a critical graph Γ for the horizontal foliation of
a quadratic differential, which comprises horizontal trajectories
emanating from the zeroes.
however, the choices of “horizontal” and “vertical” are easily interchangeable
by replacing Ψ0 by −Ψ0, and the various definitions of a Teichmu¨ller ray are
the same up to rescalings.
(iii) Given a Riemann surface and a measured geodesic lamination λ (with
respect to some hyperbolic metric) there is a unique holomorphic quadratic dif-
ferential q whose induced horizontal foliation is equivalent to λ (see [HM79]).
In particular, a Teichmu¨ller ray (as defined in Definition 3.1) can be thought of
as being defined by an initial surface and a geodesic lamination λ, instead of a
holomorphic quadratic differential.
Recall the following notion:
Definition 3.2 (Critical graph). A critical trajectory of the horizontal foliation qh
of a quadratic differential q is a horizontal leaf that is incident on the singularity
set Λ of the differential; the union of critical trajectories defines the critical graph
Γ. Note that Γ is a metric graph (the finite-length edges are saddle-connections
between points of Λ) and it also acquires a “fat-graph” or “ribbon-graph” struc-
ture, namely, a cyclic ordering of the half-edges emanating from any vertex,
from the oriented surface in which it embeds. Also, note that Γ could have
more that one connected component, and some edges of Γ could be of infinite
length; indeed, a critical leaf could be dense on the surface. See Figure 4.
The following definition is implicit in [Gup15] (and appears in an earlier
unpublished version of that article).
Definition 3.3. The conformal limit X∞ of a Teichmu¨ller ray Xt is the Gromov-
Hausdorff limit of the singular-flat surfaces with respect to the basepoint set Λ
which is the set of zeroes of Ψ0 (or the singularities of the induced metric). This
limiting surface X∞ might not be connected, and acquire singular-flat metrics
of infinite area, as they are limits of metrics obtained by a deformation that
stretches in one direction.
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Note that in the stretched metric, the critical graph Γ of Ψ0 contains Λ and
remains isometrically embedded, as the horizontal lengths do not change. How-
ever, as t→∞, any compact piece of Γ acquires larger and larger neighborhoods,
comprising isometrically embedded Euclidean rectangles of width (vertical dis-
tance) tending to infinity.
Thus, a more constructive description of the surface X∞ is the following: it
is the singular-flat surface of infinite area obtained by attaching Euclidean half-
planesR×R≥0 and half-infinite Euclidean cylinders S1×R≥0 to the critical graph
Γ of the horizontal foliation of Ψ0, such that the gluing respects its ribbon-graph
structure.
Examples. (i) The simplest example is when the quadratic differential Ψ0 de-
termining the Teichmu¨ller ray is a Jenkins-Strebel differential, that is, when Γ is
a compact graph, and all non-critical leaves of Ψh0 are closed, and foliate cylin-
ders. The induced singular-flat metric then comprises these Euclidean cylinders
with their boundaries isometrically identified with cycles in Γ. Along the Te-
ichmu¨ller ray, these cylinders stretch the vertical direction, and the conformal
limit is the surface obtained by attaching half-infinite Euclidean cylinders to the
components of Γ.
(ii) A generic quadratic differential Ψ0 has a critical graph Γ which has 4g− 4
components, each of which is an infinite “tripod” with a single vertex, and
three infinite rays. The corresponding Teichmu¨ller ray then has a conformal
limit with 4g−4 components, each a singular-flat surface obtained by attaching
three half-planes to the tripod, and conformally equivalent to the complex plane.
(iii) More generally, whenever the horizontal foliation of Ψ0 is minimal, then
the conformal limit X∞ is obtained by attaching half-planes to the critical graph
Γ of Ψ0, and thus has a “half-plane structure”. (See Figure 5.)
Conformal limits. Note that as a consequence of the construction detailed in
Definition 3.3, we have:
Lemma 3.4. Let X∞ be the conformal limit of a Teichmu¨ller ray {Xt}t>0, with connected
components X1∞,X2∞, . . . ,Xm∞.
For any R > 0, there exists T > 0 such that for any Xt with t > T, there is a
decomposition
(8) Xt = X1t unionsq X2t unionsq · · · unionsq Xmt
with isometric embeddings φ jt : X
j
t → X j∞ for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, which exhaust each
component.
More generally, we shall say:
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Figure 5. The genus-2 singular-flat surface X0 on the left is ob-
tained by making a horizontal slit on a flat torus, and identifying
intervals on the resulting boundary by isometries, as shown. The
sides of the square are at an irrational slope so that lines in the
horizontal direction are dense on the surface. The Teichmu¨ller ray
Xt is then obtained by stretching in the vertical direction; the limit
X∞ is the singular-flat surface on the right obtained by isomet-
ric identifications of intervals on the boundary of two Euclidean
half-planes, as shown.
Definition 3.5 (Conformal limit). A Riemann surface W∞ is a conformal limit of
a family of Riemann surfaces {Wt}t≥0 if there is a family of Kt-quasiconformal
embeddingsφt : Wt →W∞ such that Kt → 1 as t→∞, and their images exhaust
W∞, that is,
⋃
t
φt(Wt) = W∞.
(The above definition also holds for a sequence of surfaces, in which case the
parameter t takes only positive integer values.)
Remark. As a consequence of Lemma 3.4 the components of the singular-flat
surface X∞ constructed in Definition 3.3 are indeed the conformal limits, in the
sense above, of the pieces of the decomposition (8) of Xt, along the Teichmu¨ller
ray. This justifies calling X∞ the conformal limit of the Teichmu¨ller ray Xt.
The following lemma is immediate from the definition:
Lemma 3.6. Suppose W∞ is a conformal limit of a family (or sequence) of Riemann
surfaces {Wt}t≥0 and V∞ is a conformal limit of a family (or sequence) of Riemann
surfaces Vt ⊂Wt, then there is a conformal embedding f : V∞ →W∞.
Proof. In what follows let it : Vt →Wt be the inclusion map, which is a conformal
embedding. Fix a compact set K ⊂ V∞. For any  > 0, and sufficiently large t,
there is a (1+)-quasiconformal embeddingψt : Vt → V∞whose image includes
K. We can pick t large enough such that there is also a (1 + )-quasiconformal
embedding φt : Wt → W∞. Then the composition φt ◦ it ◦ ψ−1t : K → W∞ is a
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(1+O())-quasiconformal embedding. Letting → 0, we conclude that there is a
conformal embedding of K into W∞, call it f . Note that when this construction is
applied to a further compact subset K1 ⊂ K, we obtain a conformal embedding
that is a restriction of f . Since K was arbitrary, we have in fact defined a
conformal embedding f : V∞ →W∞, as desired. 
We also note:
Definition 3.7 (Limit of maps). Let Wt be a family (or sequence) of Riemann
surfaces with conformal limit W∞. A family (or sequence) of smooth maps
ft : Wt → Y is said to converge to f : W∞ → Y if for any compact set K ⊂W∞, the
maps ft ◦ (φt|K)−1 : K→ Y converge uniformly as t→∞. (Note that K lies in the
image of φt, and the composition makes sense, for all sufficiently large t.)
Planar ends. We end this section with the following definitions (culled from
[Gup15]) that will be useful in §5.
Let X∞ be the infinite-area singular flat surface obtained as a conformal limit
of a Teichmu¨ller ray.
Definition 3.8. [Planar and cylindrical ends] A planar end of X∞ is a neighbor-
hood of a puncture, comprising a collection of Euclidean half-planes attached
to each other in a cyclic order by isometries on boundary rays, which is con-
formally a punctured unit disk. A cylindrical end of X∞ is a neighborhood of a
puncture which is a half-infinite Euclidean cylinder.
Definition 3.9. A truncation of a planar end is obtained by removing a polygonal
region (that is, bounded by alternating horizontal and vertical segments) from
each half-plane such that the remaining flat surface has a polygonal boundary.
(Note that this is slightly more general than the notion introduced in [Gup15],
where the region removed is a rectangle on each half-plane of the planar end.)
Similarly, a truncation of a cylindrical end is obtained by removing an end of
the cylinder bounded by a geodesic circle.
Definition 3.10. The metric residue of a planar endEwith an even number of half-
planes is obtained by considering a truncation of E, and taking the alternating
sum of the total horizontal length of the sides in each half-plane. (It can be
checked that this real number, which is defined up to sign, is independent of
the truncation.) For a planar end with an odd number of half-planes, the metric
residue is defined to be zero. Finally, the metric residue for a cylindrical end is
defined to be the length of the boundary circle. (These are called “end data” in
[Gup15].)
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.1: Harmonic limits
Recall that we have a sequence of harmonic diffeomorphisms ht : Xt → Y,
where Y is a fixed hyperbolic surface, and Xt is a Teichmu¨ller ray determined
by an initial Riemann surface X0 and a (measured) geodesic lamination λ on Y
(c.f. Definition 3.1 and the third remark following it).
Let Φt be the Hopf differential for ht, and let Φht be its horizontal foliation. In
what follows ηt will be the measured geodesic lamination on Y that is measure-
equivalent to Φht .
Here is a sketch of the proof:
Step 1. Fix an  > 0. We apply Minsky’s “polygon decomposition” of the qua-
dratic differential metric Φt on Xt, for all sufficiently large t > 0. The
polygon pieces are PR,t for some large R (depending only on ). We
show, using Minsky’s work, that the image under ht of the complement
PcR,t is an -neighborhood of the lamination λ on Y.
Step 2. We show that any such family of subsurfaces PR,t converge to Riemann
surface with boundary as t→∞ (note that R is fixed here). To do this, we
show that the extremal lengths of curves supported in PR,t remain uni-
formly bounded above and below. Note that the energy of ht restricted
to PR,t remains uniformly bounded as t→∞.
Step 3. Now, for a sequence n → 0, we pick Rn → ∞ for which the previous
steps hold. In particular, Step 2 shows thatPRn,t has a limiting surface (as
t → ∞) that conformally embeds in the conformal limit X∞. We show
that the conformal limit for a suitable sequence PRn,tn is X∞.
Step 4. Standard convergence results then show that the sequence of harmonic
maps htn sub-converges to a limiting harmonic map on each compact
set. The domain is the conformal limit X∞, and the target is the entire
complement Y \ λ, whose metric completion is a crowned hyperbolic
surface.
4.1. Step 1: Polygonal decomposition of Minsky. Suppose ηt is the measured
lamination corresponding to Φht on Y ( c.f. the remark following Definition
2.7). The compactness of the space PML of projectivized measured laminations
(see Chapter 3 of [PH92]), then implies that after passing to a subsequence, the
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projective classes [ηt] converge. Now scaling the measure does not affect the un-
derlying geodesic lamination, and hence the underlying geodesic laminations
for this subsequence converges to a geodesic lamination η on Y.
First, we apply Minsky’s arguments in §4, 5 of his paper to achieve the
following decomposition of Xt equipped with the quadratic differential Φt:
Proposition 4.1 (Theorem 5.1 of [Min92]). For any R > 0, for all sufficiently large t,
the surface Xt can be decomposed into boundary-convex polygonal subsurfacesPR,t that
contains the R-neighborhood of the set of zeroes of the quadratic differential Φt. These
polygonal subsurfaces have area O(R2) and boundary length O(R) where the constants
depend only on the genus of the surface.
Remark. The term “polygonal” comes from the fact that each boundary com-
ponent comprises alternate horizontal and vertical segments. Some boundary
components are straight, that is, are circles bounding a flat cylinder in the com-
plement PcR,t.
(See Theorem 5.1 of [Min92] for more properties of these polygonal subsur-
faces, some of which we might be using in this paper without explicitly stating.)
The following is then a consequence (see §6 of Minsky’s paper).
Lemma 4.2 (Lemma 6.6 of [Min92]). For  > 0, there is a choice of R0() > 0 such
that for any R > R0 the image under ht of the complement of the polygonal subsurfaces
PR,t on Xt is -close to an -straight train-track τt. Moreover, τt can be enlarged by
adding branches, to yield a train-track carrying ηt.
Finally, Lemma 8.2 of [Min92] asserts:
Lemma 4.3. The limit η of the geodesic laminations underlying ηt on Y equalsλ, the ge-
odesic lamination underlying the measured lamination that determines the Teichmu¨ller
ray.
As a consequence, we observe:
Lemma 4.4. In Lemma 4.2, the complement of the polygonal subsurfaces has an image
ht(PcR,t) that is an -neighborhood of λ on Y.
Proof. In Minsky’s proof of Lemma 4.2, there are three kinds of additional
branches that are used to enlarge the -straight train track τt:
(i) branches that are the image of leaves of Φht contained in PR,t, that are arcs be-
tween vertical segments of the polygonal boundary (see Lemma 6.3 of [Min92]),
(ii) branches that are images of arcs spiralling along the flat cylinders in the com-
plement PcR,t, each isotopic to a leaf of Φht (see Lemma 6.4 of [Min92]), and
(iii) branches that constitute train-track components that are disjoint from τt,
and lie in the image of PR,t (see Lemma 6.6 of [Min92]).
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Figure 6. The harmonic map ht takes the complement of the
polygonal subsurfaces (shown shaded) on Xt to a neighborhood
of the lamination λ on Y.
For each in turn, we observe:
(1) Let α be such an arc contained in the polygonal subsurface PR,t and
having endpoints on the boundary ∂PR,t, that appears as a branch of the train-
track carrying Φht , for all sufficiently large t. The transverse measure of such a
branch b is the measure (or the vertical distance in the Φt-metric) across a band
of leaves of Φht homotopic to α, contained in PR,t. This transverse measure is
then uniformly bounded, as t→∞, since the diameter ofPR,t remain uniformly
bounded (see Proposition 4.1). In particular, the projectivized measured foliations
[ηt] will have the weight of the branch b tending to zero, which implies that
the train-track for the limiting lamination η does not, in fact, need the branch b.
Since η equals λ (Lemma 4.3) the same is true for the latter lamination.
(2) The construction in [Min92] of the “polygonal decomposition” of Proposi-
tion 4.1 implies that for sufficiently large R, any “straight” boundary component
of PR,t (bounding a flat cylinder in the complement) has a flat cylindrical collar
of large modulus. Since the extremal length of a core curve of such a flat cylin-
des tends to 0 as t → ∞, the image of such a core curve must be homotopic to
a closed geodesic component γ of the lamination λ. The image of the leaves of
Φht in the flat cylinder then spiral closely around γ (see the final part of [Min92])
and in particular, remain in its -neighborhood.
(3) Similar to (1), a branch b for Φht that lies completely inside PR,t for all
sufficiently large t, must have transverse measure uniformly bounded. As a
consequence, the limit λ of the geodesic laminations underlying the projec-
tivized laminations [ηt] is carried by a train-track that does not require b. This
holds for each branch of the train-track component, and hence the limiting
lamination η (which equals λ) does not have such a component.
This concludes the proof. 
4.2. Step 2: Convergence for fixed R. We continue with the choice of  > 0
as in the previous section, and we fix a (sufficiently large) R > R0()  0 (see
Lemma 4.2). Then from the previous section, we have a family of (possibly
disconnected) singular-flat surfaces PR,t ⊂ Xt for all t sufficiently large.
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We know from Lemma 4.4 that for t sufficiently large, the image of the
complement Xt \ PR,t is the subsurface that supports the image lamination
λ.
Let Y0 denote that subsurface of Y, and let X0 be the subsurface of X homeo-
morphic to Y0 (recall that all the harmonic maps ht are diffeomorphisms).
Then the singular-flat surface PR,t is homeomorphic to the (possibly discon-
nected) surface-with-boundary X \ X0.
The purpose of this section is to show that it in fact, when one considers
the underlying conformal structures, it converges (as t → ∞) to a (possibly
disconnected) Riemann surface with boundary that is topologically equivalent to
X \ X0.
We start with:
Lemma 4.5. For all (sufficiently) large t  0, any essential loop γ in X \ X0 has a
uniformly bounded extremal length in PR,t.
Proof. First, consider the case of a non-peripheral loop γ.
Note that since γ is supported in X \ X0, it does not intersect λ, and hence its
extremal length on Xt remains uniformly bounded below as t → ∞. In other
words, the only lamination that “pinches” along the Teichmu¨ller ray is λ – the
argument in the proof of Lemma 8.3 of [Min92], together with the “analytic
definition” of extremal length (see (9)), provides such a uniform lower bound.
Since PR,t ⊂ Xt, the extremal lengths satisfy
ExtPR,t(γ) ≥ ExtXt(γ)
providing a uniform lower bound for the extremal lengths of γ on PR,t.
Note that there is a uniform upper bound for the extremal length of γ on Xt as
t→ 0 also (the initial surface admits an annulus with core curve γ that persists
as the metric stretches - see Lemma 8.3 of [Min92]).
The uniform upper bound for the extremal length on PR,t is then a conse-
quence of:
Claim.The ratio of the extremal lengths of γ on PR,t and Xt is uniformly bounded.
Proof of claim. For all sufficiently large t, the boundary ofPR,t has a collar of large
modulus contained inside the subsurface, comprising wide Euclidean rectan-
gles corresponding to the branches for the lamination ηt that are adjacent to the
boundary. (The width of the rectangle equals the weight of the branch, or the
transverse measure of ηt across the branch, that tends to infinity as t → ∞.) In
particular, the modulus of this peripheral collar is greater than m0, where m0 is
as in Lemma 8.4 of [Min92] (see also Lemma 4.2 of [Min96]). The claim then
follows from an application of Minsky’s lemma. 
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If γ is peripheral, the argument is easier: the lengths of the horizontal sides
of the polygonal boundary component (subset of ∂PR,t) homotopic to γ are
bounded above by c1R, and the lengths of the vertical sides are bounded below
by c2R, for some constants c1, c2 > 0. Hence one can construct a boundary collar
comprising Euclidean rectangles of definite modulus, sharing sides with the
sides of the polygonal boundary. In particular, there is an embedded peripheral
collar of γ of definite modulus, embedded in PR,t.
This gives a uniform upper bound for the extremal length of γ on PR,t (as
t→∞), by the “geometric definition” of extremal length, namely,
ExtW(γ) = inf
A
1
Mod(A)
where A ⊂W is an embedded annulus with core curve homotopic to γ.
The uniform lower bound on the extremal length of γ on PR,t arises from the
“analytic definition” of extremal length. That is, recall that
(9) ExtW(γ) = sup
ρ
l2ρ
Aρ
where lρ is the length of γ and Aρ the area of W with respect to a conformal
metric ρ. Applying this to ExtPR,t(γ) provides a lower bound determined by the
singular-flat conformal metric thatPR,t is already equipped with. The quantities
lρ and Aρ are uniformly bounded (above and below) as t → ∞ because of the
uniform control on the diameters of PR,t and lengths of boundaries. 
This yields the desired sub-convergence:
Lemma 4.6. After passing to a subsequence, the surfaces PR,t converge to a singular-
flat surface PR,∞.
Proof. Since the fixed quantity R > 0 determines the diameter of each singular-
flat surfacePR,t, they have a uniform bound in area, and necessarily subconverge
to a singular-flat surface. Thus, we only need to confirm that the limiting surface
is topologically the same as its approximates, that is, no loop “pinches” in the
limit. This is guaranteed by Lemma 4.5. 
4.3. Step 3: Conformal limit is X∞. In the previous section, we had fixed an
 > 0, and a corresponding R > R0() (see Lemma 4.2) , and considered the
singular-flat surfaces PR,t ⊂ Xt as t→∞.
In this section, we first pick a sequence n → 0, and a corresponding sequence
Rn →∞, satisfying (a) Rn > R0(n), and (b) Rn+1 > Rn.
Lemma 4.6 then implies that for each n, there is a sequence tm →∞ such that
the singular-flat surfaces PRn,tm converge to a singular-flat surface PRn,∞.
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Note that since the surfacePRn,tm ⊂ Xtm , then by Lemma 3.6 there is a conformal
embedding PRn,∞ in X∞.
In particular, we can choose an increasing sequence tn →∞ such that for each
n, there is a (1 + n)- quasiconformal embedding φn : PRn,tn → X∞.
The main observation is:
Lemma 4.7. The images of the sequence of embeddings φn, defined above, forms an
exhaustion of X∞. That is, for any compact subsurface K ⊂ X∞, there is a sufficiently
large N > 0 such that for each n > N, the image of φn : PRn,tn → X∞ contains K.
Proof. Choose a compact exhaustion · · ·Km ⊂ Km+1 ⊂ · · · of X∞, such that each
Km is homotopic to the subsurface X \ X0. (In particular, Km+1 is obtained from
Km by attaching an annulus to the boundary components.) It suffices to check
that the image of φn contains any fixed Km, for all sufficiently large n.
Note that by Lemma 4.4, each PRn,tn is homotopic to the subsurface X \ X0,
and so is the image of φn.
Since Rn →∞, each boundary component of the subsurfacePRn,tn has a collar
of modulus Mn, where Mn → ∞ as n → ∞. The same is true for the sequence
of images under the almost-conformal embeddings φn. In particular, the union
of these images must be conformally a union of punctured disks (one for each
boundary component), and hence, must exhaust the ends of X∞. 
From Definition 3.5, we immediately obtain:
Corollary 4.8. The conformal limit of the sequence of singular-flat surfaces PRn,tn
(n ≥ 1) is X∞.
4.4. Step 4: Convergence of harmonic maps. Finally, we can show:
Proposition 4.9. Let tn (→∞) be the sequence chosen in §4.3. The maps htn : Xtn → Y
converge to a harmonic map h : X∞ → Y whose image is Y \ λ, which is the interior of
Ŷ \ λ.
(Here, the convergence of maps is in the sense of Definition 3.5.)
Proof. Fix an R > 0. As a consequence of Lemma 2.4, the restrictions of htn toPR,tn have uniformly bounded energy, as tn →∞.
By Lemma 4.6, these subsurfaces PR,tm sub-converge to a singular-fat surfacePR,∞.
Note that for all sufficiently large n, we have Rn > R.
The (1 + n)-quasiconformal embeddings φn : PRn,tn → X∞, when restricted toPR,tn , then subconverge to a conformal embedding φ : PR,∞ → X∞, since n → 0
as n→∞.
The compositions htn ◦φ−1n restricted to the image ofPR,∞ then form a equicon-
tinuous family (the equicontinuity of the harmonic maps is a consequence of the
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uniform energy bound noted above, and the fact that φn converge uniformly).
Moreover, this family is uniformly bounded as the target Y is fixed, and con-
sequently has fixed diameter. Hence by Arzela-Ascoli, there is a limiting map,
defined on the subset φ(PR,∞) of X∞, which is also harmonic, since harmonicity
is preserved under conformal reparametrizations of the domain surface.
Finally, as a consequence of Lemma 4.7, for the increasing sequence Rn →∞,
the images φ(PRn,∞) exhaust X∞ as n→ ∞, and by the above argument there is
a limiting harmonic map h : X∞ → Y.
By construction, the complement of the image of PRn,tn under htn is an n-
neighborhood of λ (see Lemma 4.4). Since n → 0, the images of htn exhaust
the complement of λ. Hence the image of the limiting map h is exactly the
complement of the lamination λ on Y, that is, it is the interior of the crowned
hyperbolic surface which is the metric completion Ŷ \ λ. 
Observe that:
Lemma 4.10. The limiting harmonic map h : X∞ → Y above has poles of order 2 at the
punctures corresponding to the cylindrical ends, and poles of order m ≥ 3 at a puncture
corresponding to a planar end having m half-planes.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, for all sufficiently large t the singular-flat surfaces PR,t
(arising from the Φt-metric) have boundary components that are straight (for
boundary components whose complement bounds a flat cylinder) or polygonal
(the horizontal sides of which are determined by the branches of the train-track
for λ adjacent to the image of the boundary). The same holds for the limiting
surfaces PR,∞ (see Lemma 4.6) which are conformally embedded in X∞. For
large R, the singular-flat metrics of these limits have collars of large modulus,
which are, a flat cylinder of length O(R) for a straight boundary component,
and a flat rectangular annulus comprising m half-annuli with outer “radius”
O(R) and inner “radius” O(1), for a polygonal boundary component. Here m
is the number of horizontal sides in the polygonal boundary. The modulus of
such a boundary collar is O(R) in the former case, and O( 1m ln R) in the latter
case, and the areas are O(R) and O(mR2) respectively.
Note that by Lemma 2.4 and the convergence proved in the previous lemma,
the area of a collar (which equals the Φt-norm) determines bounds for the energy
of the restriction of the harmonic map h to the corresponding subset of X∞.
Recall from §4.3 that these subsurfacesPR,t exhaust the ends of X∞ (i.e., neigh-
borhoods of the punctures) as R → ∞. The singular-flat metric on X∞ (arising
as a limit of singular-flat surfaces along ta Teichmu¨ller ray) has cylindrical and
planar ends, that match the ends developing in the limit of the Φt metrics on
PR,t, since both are determined by the structure of the train-track graph for λ. In
particular, the boundary component ofPR,t with m horizontal sides corresponds
to a planar end with m half-planes.
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The above rough computations then determine the rate of energy growth of
h in the neighborhoods of the punctures of X∞. The fact that the energy tends to
infinity implies that the Hopf differential of h has a pole of order greater than 1
at the punctures, and it is easy to verify that the rate of energy growth matches
that of a pole of order 2, and order m, for the two types of ends above. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
5. Proof of Theorem 1.2: Existence result
Theorem 1.1 provides a way to prove an existence theorem of harmonic maps
from a given punctured Riemann surface X \P to a crowned hyperbolic surface
Z:
Namely, we shall construct
A. A closed hyperbolic surface Y of genus g′ ≥ g with a measured geodesic
lamination λ such that Z is the metric completion of one of the compo-
nents Y0 of Y \ λ, and
B. A Teichmu¨ller ray Xt in Tg′ that is determined by a holomorphic qua-
dratic differential whose horizontal foliation is equivalent to λ, having a
conformal limit X∞ with a component (corresponding to the component
Y0) that is conformally homeomorphic to X \ P.
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that the harmonic diffeomorphisms ht : Xt → Y
will converge to a harmonic map h∞ : X∞ → Ŷ \ λ . The restriction of h∞ to
the appropriate connected component then yields the desired harmonic map
h : X \ P→ Z, proving Theorem 1.2.
In the next two subsections, we shall describe the constructions for (A) and
(B) above.
5.1. Construction of Y and λ. Our proof uses the theory of train-tracks, the
relevant portions of which we had briefly reviewed in §2.3.
Single crown. Consider the case when Z has genus g ≥ 0, and a single crown
with m ≥ 1 boundary cusps.
We need to show:
Lemma 5.1. Given a crowned hyperbolic surface Z as above, there is a hyperbolic
surface Y and a geodesic lamination λ which has a complementary region, the metric
completion of which is isometric to Z.
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Proof. We shall first show that there is a hyperbolic surface Y0 and a minimal
geodesic lamination λ0 which has a complementary region with metric comple-
tion of the same topological type as Z, namely a crowned hyperbolic surface Z0
of genus g with a crown having m boundary cusps.
For this, we construct a bi-recurrent train-track on a surface S, such that one
of the complementary regions has genus g and m corners.
One way to do this is to start with a train-track on a punctured sphere with
a complementary region W a punctured disk with m corners (see Figure 7 –
if m ≥ 2 the complementary region W is the one containing the puncture at
infinity, and if m = 1 it is the one containing any of the other punctures). We
could then replace the punctures with handles or disks to obtain a train-track on
a closed surface S. In particular, we replace the puncture in W with g handles
(or a disk, in the case g = 0) to obtain a complementary region with the topology
we want. It is easy to check that this train-track is bi-recurrent.
Then let Y0 be the hyperbolic surface obtained by equipping S with some
hyperbolic metric. By Lemma 2.12 we can choose weights on the train-track
such that the corresponding geodesic lamination λ0 is minimal.
The minimality of λ0 ensures that the complementary region W is bounded
by leaves that pass through each of the branches infinitely many times. The
boundary of W then comprises bi-infinite geodesic lines, one for each branch,
such that the lines for successive branches are asymptotic, and hence bound
“boundary cusps”.
The metric completion of the complementary region corresponding to W then
has a crown end; denote the resulting crowned hyperbolic surface by Z0. To
obtain the given crowned hyperbolic surface Z, we would now need to deform
Z0: this we can achieve by taking an ideal triangulation T0 of the crowned
hyperbolic surface Z0, and appropriate shearing (c.f. Proposition 2.16).
Note that the ideal triangulation of Z0 can be extended to an ideal triangu-
lation of Y0, and this shearing can be performed on the hyperbolic surface Y0.
After such a shear, we obtain the required hyperbolic surface Y and image of λ0
determines the required geodesic lamination λ. 
Multiple crowns. In the case when Z has k crown ends, and l closed geodesic
boundary components, the proof above is suitably modified. We provide a brief
description as follows.
We now consider a train track on a punctured sphere that has k components
of the form in Figure 7 (with an appropriate number of corners in the com-
plementary region), and introduce l additional components that are just loops
bounding new punctures that we add to the complementary region W. Finally,
we replace the puncture of the new complementary region, with g handles (or
a disk), to obtain a complementary region of the train-track we built, with the
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Figure 7. A train-track on the punctured sphere having a com-
plementary region that is a punctured m-gon. The weights satisfy
b =
m+1∑
i=1
ai.
correct topology. The other punctures are also replaced by handles to get a
closed surface S.
As before, we then equip S with a hyperbolic metric to obtain a closed hy-
perbolic surface Y0, and assign weights to the train-track branches such that the
corresponding lamination λ0 comprises k minimal components, and l compo-
nents that are simple closed geodesics.
The metric completion of W would then be a crowned hyperbolic surface
Z0 with k crown ends and l closed geodesic boundaries. We can then shear
along a set of geodesic lines that divide Z0 into ideal triangles, to obtain the
given crowned hyperbolic surface Z. This ideal triangulation can be extended
to one of Y0, and the shearing determines a new hyperbolic surface Y and a new
lamination λ. By construction, the metric completion of Y \ λ is Z.
5.2. Construction of Xt. In the previous section we constructed a closed hy-
perbolic surface Y equipped with a measured geodesic lamination λ. Let the
genus of Y be g′ ≥ g.
It remains to construct a Teichmu¨ller ray Xt in Tg′ such that its conformal
limit (Definition 3.5) has a component conformally homeomorphic to the given
punctured Riemann surface X \ P. Moreover, the ray is to be determined by
a quadratic differential Φ0 that has horizontal foliation φh0 that is measure-
equivalent to λ.
We choose a punctured Riemann surface X∞ homeomorphic to Y \ λ, one of
whose components is the punctured Riemann surface X \P. In what follows we
shall fix such a homeomorphism, such that the ends of the punctured surface
X∞ shall correspond to crowns or boundary collar of Ŷ \ λ. In particular, X \ P
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is homeomorphic to the component that is the crowned hyperbolic surface Z.
The following construction of the Teichmu¨ller ray with conformal limit X∞ is
adapted from a similar construction in §6.4 of [Gup15]. We refer to Definition
3.8 for some of terminology we use.
Step 1. First, we equip X∞ with a “generalized half-plane structure”, that is,
there is an infinite-area singular-flat surface Σ obtained by attaching Euclidean
half-planes and half-infinite cylinders to a metric graph G by an isometric
identification of boundary-intervals with edges in the graph G, such that the
resulting punctured Riemann surface is conformally equivalent to X∞.
Suppose that a component of Ŷ \ λ (say Z) has k crown ends with m1,m2, . . .mk
boundary cusps, and l geodesic boundary components. Then we require that
the corresponding component of Σ has k planar ends involving m1,m2, . . .mk
half-planes, and l cylindrical ends, which have metric residues equal to those
of the corresponding crowns and geodesic boundaries. See Theorem 7.7 of
[Gup15], and also [Gup14].
Step 2. Next, for any positive real parameter t  0, we shall describe how
to truncate the planar ends of the components of Σ along polygons (with alter-
nating horizontal and vertical edges) and the cylindrical ends along geodesic
circles.
We start with a truncation of the crown ends of Ŷ \ λ along horocylic arcs
in the boundary cusps, such that for any truncated crown end, the remaining
segments on the geodesic sides have hyperbolic length t except one of length
t + C, where C is the metric residue of that crown.
This truncation determines a subsurface of Y \ λ, the complement of which
is a “train-track” neighborhood N of the geodesic lamination λ. In particular,
the neighborhood determines a train-track graph Tt, which is a “splitting” of T
(see Chapter 2 of [PH92]).
Recall that a truncation of a planar end of Σ is obtained by removing the
complement of polygonal regions on each half-plane of that planar end (see
Definition 3.8).
The train-track Tt then determines a truncation of each planar end of Σ:
namely, consider the corresponding truncated crown end of Ŷ \ λ we con-
structed above, and consider the branches of Tt adjacent to it. For each branch
b of hyperbolic length l and weight w (equal to the transverse measure of the
measured lamination λ across that branch) we remove the complement of a
rectangular region of horizontal length l and width (t/2) · w from the corre-
sponding half-plane of the planar end. Note that this determines a truncation
of the planar end since the metric residue C of the crown end matches that of
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Figure 8. Part of a train-track Tt on Y. The half-branches adjacent
to a truncation of a crown end C determine the truncation of the
corresponding planar-end of Σ.
the planar end. See Figure 8. Here is a brief justification of these choices: t ·w is
the transverse measure of the same branch for the measured lamination tλ, and
each branch is divided into two since it is adjacent to two (truncated) crown
ends in the complement of λ.
Step 3. Finally, note that the train-track Tt (corresponding to the measured
lamination tλ) and its branches also determine how to assemble the singular-
flat surfaces with truncated planar ends into a closed singular-flat surface Σt.
The horizontal foliation of the Euclidean rectangles define a foliation on the
resulting singular-flat surface that exactly corresponds to the measured foliation
determined by the train-track, and is hence measure-equivalent to tλ.
As t → ∞, the resulting singular-flat surfaces Σt differ by a stretch in the
vertical direction, and hence the underlying Riemann surfaces Xt lie along a
common Teichmu¨ller ray (c.f. Lemma 6.12 of [Gup15]) in a direction determined
by λ. Note that in Step 2, the lengths of the branches of Tt tend to infinity as t→
∞, and hence so does the sum of the horizontal edge-lengths of the polygonal
boundary of the truncation of Σ, in each half-plane. Also by construction, the
widths of the branches (and hence the vertical edge-lengths of the polygonal
boundary) also tend to infinity linearly with t. Thus, in each half-plane of the
planar end, the polygonal boundary encloses half-disks of radius tending to
infinity as t → ∞. In other words, the truncations of the planar ends of Σ
(that are isometrically embedded in Σt) exhaust Σ. By Definition 3.5 (see also
the remark following it), the conformal limit for the Teichmu¨ller ray {Xt}t0 is
precisely Σ.
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In particular, the punctured Riemann surface underlying the conformal limit
is X∞, that we started with. Recall that one of the components of X∞ is the
punctured Riemann surface X \ P.
As explained in the beginning of the section, this completes the constructions
(A) and (B) and completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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